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Fortune-Telling Book Of Colors
The latest addition to the bestselling Fortune-Telling series, this pocket-size book divines auspicious signs and offers whimsical insights into all things color. Those hoping to brighten their fortunes will learn the portents of chromatic combinations, the meaning behind color auras, and the astrology of various hues. Featuring an extensive color catalog with vibrantly illustrated interiors, this treasure makes a lovely gift for housewarmings, color enthusiasts, and anyone searching for a little extra luck in life.
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I love it!!

What a fun book. It was a quick and interesting read. It would make a nice gift or coffee table book.

love this book....

I loved the book, but it is a little flimsy. The content is wonderful though.
I love books like these it very cute and informative

Great book!

Fun.

It’s a great book that includes, zodiac signs, feng shui, superstitions, and aura colors. It’s a great book for those who are into spirituality and self help books.
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